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I
f Kermit the Frog could visit this garden, he 
might just change his mind. Here, it is easy 
being green. Multitudinous shades of green 
combined with swaths of white and chartreuse 

fashion a lush backyard that feels cool and inviting. 
And during summer on Hilton Head Island, South 
Carolina, it’s good to be cool.

When owners Ellen and Ralph “Dupper” Dupps 
(their last name is pronounced “Doops”) bought the 
place years ago, the yard’s only assets were a few live 
oaks. The pair intended to fix up the house and 
resell it. But during the course of many weekends 
working on the project, they fell in love with the 
property and decided to stay and create a garden. 

Landscape architect Alan Jackson of The 
Greenery gave the garden bones, laying out the 
walks and bed lines and positioning walls, fences, 
arbors, and a fire pit. Dupper pitched in by digging 
out a large pond at the very back of the yard. These 
features divide the yard into outdoor rooms, so you 
can’t see it all from one spot. You have to take a walk.

For planting advice, Ellen turned to her long-
time friend horticulturist Carol Guedalia, also with 
The Greenery. “Carol has always encouraged me 
and basically been my mentor,” says Ellen. The 
two quickly agreed that loud, screaming colors 
were not the way to go. This suggested a garden 
defined by foliage in various tones of green and 

Green Retreat
Soft colors, shade, and intimate spaces invite you 
to explore this South Carolina garden. 

get the look
Check out the three 
keys to this lush oasis.

1   Mix your greens. 
Create interest by 

trying foliage in  
different tones of  
yellow-green, blue-
green, black-green, 
and burgundy-green.

2 Favor flowers  
in cool colors—

white, blue, purple, 
and pastels. Notice 
here the elegant 
serenity of white 
hydrangea blooms 
paired with glossy, 
deep green foliage.

3 use paths, 
paved walks, 

low hedges, and 
structures to divide 
one big space into 
many smaller ones.  
This trick makes the 
garden feel cozier, 
more private, and 
more intimate.
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Grasslike variegated Japanese sedge 
and yellow creeping Jenny with deep 
green split-leaf philodendron and 
‘Lime Zinger’ elephant’s ear

Try these great foliage 
color combinations:

accompanied by flowers in gentle pastel tones. “I 
like the background to be subtle, soft, and serene,” 
explains Ellen. “It looks cooler and actually feels 
cooler psychologically.”

Playing big, coarse leaves off smaller, refined  
foliage is also fundamental to this garden’s appeal. 
“People should always be challenged to mix tex-
tures,” says Carol. “To me, taking advantage of foli-
age variations is what makes a year-round garden.”

Whimsy is on the menu as well, exemplified by 
one garden room that features topiary deer and a 
checkerboard of pavers set into the lawn. “I wanted 
vignettes and spaces that would be fun for chil-
dren,” explains Ellen. “I thought they’d enjoy hop-
ping from one paver to the next. What I’ve found is 
that adults like it too.”

Yep, Kermit would totally dig this place. Should 
he join the Duppses for an evening drink by the fire 
pit, though, he’d best stick to dry land. See, a gator 
occasionally visits Dupper’s pond. And I hear this 
gator likes frog legs. •

Above: The house and a 
detached office border  
a formal terrace with a 
central fountain.
right: Deer topiaries 
add a fun accent, while  
concrete pavers create  
a checkerboard pattern  
in the lawn. 

Variegated shell ginger with  
glossy, deep green potato vine  
and variegated fatshedera

St. Augustine grass with fluffy,  
light green foxtail fern and dark  
green aucuba


